
WROUGHOUT H ORY, the methods of propulsion that man ha 
able to control have allowed him to go faster, farther, and higher. 

he uses rockets to send payloads into space. A space mission needs a launch 
vehicle or booster which will withstand high acceleration and aerodynamic forces 
as it lifts the payload from the surface of the earth. o be successful, the 
mission also requires adequate ground equipment to launch and track the flight 
vehicle, propulsion and guidance to place it on the desired trajectory, reliable 
electric power sources, and communication equipment to send data back to earth. 
Finally, mission success requires trained personnel who follow correct procedures 
to insure that all subsystems operate properly. 

Rocket propulsion is vital in any successful space program. Without it, there 
would be no payloads in space. 

the rocket propulsion field is far too complicated to 
in a single chapter, only a limited number of top~cs 

chapter presents the theory of roc 
emical rocket engines, and advanced 

Newton's three --- - laws ----- of motion apply to all rocke,tL~rop They 
apply to gas jets used for attitude control, to small rockets used for stage 
separation or for trajectory correction, and to large rockets used to launch a 
vehicle from the surface of the earth. They also apply to nuclear, electric, and 
other advanced types of rockets, as well as to chemical rockets. Newton's laws 
of motion are stated briefly as follows: 

1. Bodies in uniform motion, or at rest, remain so unless acted upon by an external 
unbalanced force. 

2. The force required to accelerate a body is proportional to the product of the mass of 
the body and the acceleration desired. 

3. To every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. 

These laws may be paraphrased and simplified in relating them to propulsion. 
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e vehicle moving and accelerate it to t esired velocity. Another way of 
expressing this for a is to say that the engines must develop 

ome s e 
n unbalanced force must be 

applied to accomplish these tasks. Newton's first law is universal and therefore 
icle at rest on a planet, but also to a vehicle in the 

everal forces must be considered when the 
ample, the ce "- - ce, ac 
that if a 10 is calljr 
thrust engine, there is a net force at launch of 50,000 lb-the difference between 
engine thrust and vehicle wei the force of gravity is acting opposite 
to the direction of the thrust of 

ropellants comprise approximately 90% of the vehicle's weig 
pended, decreasing the ve_hicle 
-qs------ - w  r------- - - - -s-  

icle increases, and" the vehicle ac 

he acceleration and the resulting velocities attained during pow 
he acceleration an 

after launch due to the small net force actin 
and velocity increase rapidly as the propellants are ejected. 
stage engine is shut off and staging occurs, acceleration drops sha 
second stage engine ignites, acceleration and velocity will again 
more propellants are ejected by the upper 

ination, or burnout, and the vehicle 
four, or more stages, similar changes 
ty each time staging occurs. 

the high values required fo 

u TIME - 0 TIME 



E x h a u s t  N o z z l e  
Combustion Chamber 

Newton's second law also a 
"weightless" condition, t 

and its position in the gravitational fie1 
A given thrust will give a large accelera 

or a small acceleration to a ve icle with a large mass. Even a ve 
.1 lb or less) operating for a long time can acce 

ton's 
ns in 

1 (converging-dive 
*-- "-*- *s----"-"-~-~ s- - 

s into kinetic ene 
ellants have negligib 

tional velocity but have igh temperature an 

sure thrust." 

e gases through the nozzle to the lower 

velocities that can be generated. 

of a rocket is a sum of two terms, "momentum t 
omentum thrust 



ive to the rocket. 

ships : 

omentum 

In the above equation: 

Oi 

Thrust developed (Ib) 

Weight rate flow of propellants (Ib/sec) 
Acceleration of gravity at the earth's surface (32.2 ft/sec2) 
Velocity of gases at nozzle exit (ft/sec) 
Cross-sectional area of nozzle exit (in2) 
Pressure of gases at nozzle exit (lb/in2) 
Ambient pressure (lb/in2) 

high thrust rockets, which eject many pounds of propellant (as e 
ucts) per second at velocities of several thousands of feet 

momentum thrust is by far the dominant part of the total thrust. 
prises more than 80% of the thrust being developed. 

of the nozzle. " 

e effect of nozzle expansion ratio on th 
exit pressure is greater t 

A, is too small). 

(further increasing the expansion ratio), 

be less because the p 
momentum thrust gained 



us, for a given altitude ( 
the nozzle has an expa 

wn to a higher altitude, the net thrust output 
pressure thrust, but net thrust will not be as 

pansion ratio could also be adj 
the engine operates. 

Optimum expansion 
Optimum expansion a t  all  altitudes. 
a t  40,000 feet. 

140 150 160 1 70 180 

Thrust in thousands of pounds 

hrust variation with altitude for nozzles of different expansion ratios. 

Nozzles can be designed for optimum expansion at sea level ar at any higher alti- 



"-Y".* 

stages operating at higher altitudes. 

uating the preceding information, remember that thrust with a given nozzle 
(fixed area ratio), regardless of the design altitude at which optimum expansion oc- 
curs, increases with altitude until Po is essentially zero. 

st at more altitu 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ % -  

igure 5 shows which parameters increase as a specific rocket climbs to altitude, 
parameters tend to remain constant, and which para ers decrease in value. 

e rocket will reach an alti where ambient pressure ( becomes nearly zero. 
this altitude, the thrust and the specific impulse (I,,) stabilize at a high 

value. 

Sea level 

Legend 

F Thrust Ve = Velocity of gases at nozzle exit 

U, = Thrust - to - weight ratio Pe = Pressure of gases at  nozzle exit 

I = Specific impulse 
s P 

PC = Combustion chamber pressure 

M = propellant mass =& P = Ambient atmospheric pressure 
rate of flow g 



rust is also important in the definition of 

) is expressed in pounds, an ropellant flow rate ( 
hus specific impulse ( 

is related to overall rocket performance. 
improves the propulsion system's ability to increase ve 

locity. This is the reason that it is 
should not be used %-- --- --. ".". -. --- - -- - 

In designing a propulsion system, many compromises must be considere 
cause of the many interrelated parameters. owever, when a chemical pro 
system is designed only to improve ,,, there are two basic approaches. One is to 
design a better rocket engine. T other is to use better pro 
two methods are discussed later in this chapter. 

ropulsion because 
the difference between initial (or launch) and final (or empty) vehicle wei 
weight of propellant expended. 

ass ratio = - - - - - 

or example, a single-stage, a mass ratio of 3 to 
3 (expressed as-) and a range of about 200 mil ss ratio for the rocket 
1 

was computed using these figures: 

Item Launch Weight Empty Weight 
Ob) (W 

Payload . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,000 2,000 
Propellants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16,000 0 
Other dry weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6,000 6,000 -- 

Total 24,000 8,000 

Mass ratio = Launch Weight - 24,000 - 3 ---- 
Empty Weight 8,000 1 

It appeared that the way to propel a payload to greater ranges was to build 
bigger and better rockets. A bigger rocket could carry more propellants, permit 



Weight 
(lb) 

Payload . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  200 (note decrease in payload) 
Propellants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,254,000 
Dry weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  29,800 
Launch Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,284,000 

Wl - Mass Ratio =. - - (1,284,000 1b) - 42.8 
W2 (30,000 1b)- - - 1 

Obviously, mass ratio had to increase markedly to achieve 
igh mass ratios have not been achieved with single stage rockets. 

- 

kets. --- 
TAGING AND MASS RATIO.-T~~ way that staging increases mass ratio is 

based on design criteria similar to, but slightly 

tem t 

Third stage 

= Vehicle weight at engine cut-off (W2) (1,000 lb) 
Stage weight weight * . 

n : : 2,500 
. . . .  Total 3,500 = Vehicle weight at engine start (Wl) 

Second stage 

= Vehicle weight at engine cut-off (Wz) (10,000 Ib) 
Stage weight weight . . { t . : : 25,000 

. . . .  Total 35,000 = Vehicle weight at engine start (Wl) 

First stage 

. ' . ' 35y000 = Vehide weight at engine cut-off (W2) (65,000 lb) 
Stage weight D'Y weight . . 30,000 1 { Propellant . . 162,500 

. . . .  Total 227,500 = Vehicle weight at engine start (Wl) 

carried the 200-lb payload to ranges just as the scaled-u 
sly described, but it had a gros t at launch of only 227,50 

weight is the weight of the vehicle when t 
a1 weight is the weight of the vehicle 
ere are three mass ratios to be considered: 

he third mass ratio is for the final stage only: 

-stage mass ratio = - - - 



second mass ratio is for t e vehicle for second-stage 

econd-stage mass ratio = - 3.5 - -  
1 

e first mass ratio is for the whole vehicle for first-stage operation: 

irst-stage mass ratio = 
227,500 lb - 3.5 
65,000 lb - 1 

VERALL MASS RATIO.- is 
e-st 

rocket the overall mass ratio is: 

42.8 
overall mass ratio = (y) (T) (y) = 7 

creases are added because the upper stages start with velocities imparted to them 
by the lower stages. 

ison of engine thrust to vehicle weight is expressed as a 
m-mmx-x xn -r 

S 

celeration. 

(6) (Appendix E) 

e !I! of the Minuteman missile approximately 2, and its initial acceleration is 
out 1 g, compared with a Titan missile with a !I! of about 1.4 and an initial ac- 

celeration of about 0.4g. 

igure 6 shows approximate values for the velocity and range relations 
vehicle launched from the earth. xact values depend on mission requirements, 
but a specific velocity is needed at the end of powered flight for each range-that 



Escape Velocity (Near Earth's Surface) 

Range Increase 

, but this equation gives a 



quire larger vehicles and higher thrust 

e " "g 'h  the equation comes from the conversion o 
face of the earth. Calculations in space use an altitude 
crease in thrust with altitude but measures at the surface of the 
g is always 32.2 ft/sec"n propulsion calculations. 

suation 7 applies to all rocket vehicles. or a one-stage rocket the 

he equation may also be used to c for all space vehicles, including 
e with a stop and restart capability. r is applied in flight, a 

combining initial and final weights of the space vehicl 
used. 

can be expressed as: 

n this equation: 

va = Actual 

v (from equation 7 )  

v (gravity and drag) (See Appen 

v, = Variation in v due to earth's rotation ( 

wo types of problems that may be solved with equation 7 are presente 
slide rule, math tables, or the graph given gure 7 can be use 

to determine natural logarithms. It should be noted that, since the graph is actually a 
plot of natural logarithm ( In )  values, it may be extended to accommodate values 
beyond the limits shown. The graph is plotted so that mas 
axis and the natural logarithms are on the horizontal axis. 
= 8, this is found on the vertical axis. Then the In  of 8 = 2.08 is found on the 
horizontal axis. 

A rocket was launched from the earth with an initial weight (\rill) of 296,000 
At the end of powered flight, its final weight (W,) was 40,000 lb. Assuming no 
earth rotation and no velocity loss due to drag or gravity, calculate the magnitude of 
the ideal velocity (or Avi) at the end of powered flight. 

IS ,=300sec  and g=32.2f t / sec2  

Use the equation : 





lide-rule met 

e is coasting in orbit. as a restart capability and 3,s 
of propellants on boar change in orbit is desired. 

f velocity change re 

= 400 see = Specific impulse of t e vehicle's engine at altitude. 

urrent weight of it (measured at 
surface of the eart 

g = 32.2 ft = Acceleration due to gravity at earth's surface 
sec2 

. Use the equation: 

3. Solve for value of: 



Slide rule rnetho Graph method 

(below 1.1 on ""D'scale rea 

or both above methods, let propellants consu 

- - 
1 - 2 = 5,000 - 1, 

sumed. 

ange can be made because the amount of pro ellants required is less 
than the 3,500 lb w 

issions which procee to orbit or go farther into space begin 
placing a payload into a parking orbit about the earth. he time in the parking orbit 
is used to wait for appropriate phase angles, for adjustments in launch windows, or 
for verifying equipment performance before proceeding on the next leg of the mis- 
sion. 

f orbital lifetime is as yet an inexact science, t 
proximate values illustrate the choices available for 

ltitude ( irne in Orbit (Days) 

used because t 

ers only working substances 
emical combustion (burning 



e process involves a fuel and 

e nozzle exit. At t 
nent of the molecules is 

- m m , , y * Y u r  mwnmrin*-ru- 

e is a function o 

v for a given mass ratio or e mass ratio necess r 

it is possible to perform a space mission wit the mais ratios wh& 
e, a mission to launc , land on the moon, and 

return to earth requires a s ries of Av9s totaling a engines 
use propellants with low h for a 
particular mass ratio or payload, the space vehicle cannot com 



he theoretical specific impulse of chemical propellants in an 
as follows: 

BP = Specific impulse (sec) 
k = Average ratio of specific heats (C,/C,) of the combustion products. C, is the 

specific heat of gases at constant pressure. C,  is the specific heat of gases at 
constant volume. 

= Nozzle-exit pressure (psia) 
= Combustion-chamber pressure (psia) 

rn = Average molecular weight of combustion products (Ib/mole) 
T, I= Combustion chamber temperature (OR). (Degrees Rankine is the absolute tem- 

perature and is equal to temperature in degrees F + 459.7O.) 

osition of the gas and its 
e combustion products in a rocket cha nozzle are a mixture 

temperature from about 5,500 
e nozzle exit; k is an average 

est quantity which as all the properties of water. A molecule of water contains 
two atoms of hydrogen whose combined atomic weight is about 2, and one atom of 
oxygen whose atomic weight is 16. Since a molecule is such a small amount of a sub- 

gen, and oxygen, 
the equation for t 

e temperature obtained from 

e 

ture ratio (r)  = 



even within the combustion mixture ratio limits, resu 
excess oxidizer in the combustion products. 

uel in the combustion 
combustion cha ture, and average mole 

Consider the relative effects of the ratio of specific heats, pressure, average rnolec- 
ght of combustion products, an 
, for these conditions: 

,/m (300) dominates the e 

s states that the 

best done with an electronic computer. 
The relationship arno specific impulse, combus 
e molecular weight of combustion products is s 

increases as the value of T,/m increases. 



may not produce the highest ,,, since a corresponding increase 
in the average molecular weight of the combustion products may result in a smaller 
value for Tc/m. or example, most rockets using a hydrocarbon fuel like R 
(highly refined kerosene burn a fuel-rich mixture which does not produce the 

ixture produces low molecular weight gases like carbon 
monoxide and results in low average molecular weight combustion products, a high 

/m, and a high I,,. urning a mixture of liquid oxygen and 
produces the highest results in: high molecular weight g car- 

bon dioxide; a lower value for ,/m; and a lower 

he lowest molecular 

pressure of 1000 psia, an optimum nozzle expansion ratio, an ambient pressure of 
sia and a state of shifting equilibrium. he state of shifting equilibrium as- 
a condition of changing ch cal cornposit& of gaseous products throughout 

expansion in the rocket nozzle. is changing chemical composition results 
than exists when the chemical osition of the gaseous pr 
ghoul expansion in the nozzle. tter condition is called fro 
e actual composition is somewhere between these two conditions. 

me instances, a number of different propellant combinations may provide the 
,. Choosing a combination may then depend upon a parameter called dens- 

pulse is the product of specific impulse and specific gravity 

to relate propulsion system performance to the volume of 
in the propellants. Given a choice among propellant com- 

,,, the combination with the highest 



combinations have 

availability of raw materials and ease of manufacture. 

heat of combustion per unit of propellant mixture. ( 

3. Low freezing point ( ide range of operation). 

density (Smaller tanks). 

toxicity and corrosiveness ( 

6. Low vapor pressure, good chemical stability (Simplified storage). 

o_l~opr~lpelEan( contains a 
be a single chemical corn 

several chemical compounds, suc 



ed ---. -- 
ro 

sociated equipment. 

bipropellant may include a catalyst to increase the speed of the reaction, or 
other additives to improve the physical, handling, or storage properties. Sorge  

ic propellant is one that has a 
exahple, liquid oxyge 

d hydrogen at - 423 
rocket as near launch time as possible to reduce losses from vaporization and to 
minimize problems caused by their low temperatures. 

, nitrogen tetroxide (N2O4) bo 

of the Saturn V. 
The 50% UDMH-50% hydrazine fuel (Aerozine 50) with n 

(N204) oxidizer is the storable hypergolic bipropellant used in 
is classed as a bipropellant since the fuel ontains two compounds to improve 
handling properties rather than to improve 

bipropellant with an ,, of 410 seconds ( 
hows the improved performance of cryogenics. A 

---,>-~--d - ,, than the storable pro~ellants. 
. . 

,,, values in Table 1 represent the maximum theoretical values for normal 
test conditions, which include engine operation at sea level. Actual engines using 
these propellants at sea level achieve 85 to 92 percent of these values. 
operating near design altitude frequently achieve specific impulses which exceed 
these values. 

or example, one version of the Atlas engine using R 
for optimum expansion at 100,000 ft. altitude. 



ABLE 1 
ropellant Corn binations 

Liquidoxygen* . . . . . . . . .  294 1 300 [ 310 1 312 1 313 1 391 

Chlorine trifluoride . . . . . .  275 1 258 1 280 1 287 1 294 1 318 

Red fuming nitric acid 
. . . . . . . . .  (15% NO,) 260 1 268 1 276 / 278 1 283 1 326 

95% hydrogen peroxide and 
. . . . . . . . . .  5% water 262 

1 I I I 

Nitrogen tetroxide . . . . . . .  269 1 276 1 285 / 288 1 292 1 341 

Fluorine* . . . . . . . . . . . .  357 1 326 1 343 1 1 363 1 410 

273 

* cryogenic 

Comparison of  Payloads for a Three-Stage Launch Vehicle Using Conventional 
ropellants With One Using Nigh-Energy ropellants in the Upper Stages (Gross 

weight about one million pounds) 

278 

Escape 
3. Ideal velocity - 41,000 ft/sec 3 9 

sec at sea level and 309 sec at 80,000 ft, compared with the 300 sec listed 
in Table 1. I,, reported for rocket engines, especially if much higher than the 
values in Table 1, must be analyzed to determine the altitude and other con- 
ditions for which the values are tablulated. 

Several of the liquid propellants h 
higher than the conventional LOX and 
are examples of bipropellants called high-energy propellants 
energy" evolved from efforts to develop high-perfor 
upper stages of large launch vehicles like the Saturn 
propellants. 

High-energy propellants in the upper stages of large rockets increase the pay- 
load or the mission capability of the vehicle. Consider two three-stage launch 
vehicles with the same initial gross weight (Table 2). One has high-energy pro- 

279 282 3 14 



though high-energy pro ellants in upper stages crease mission capability, 
ellants have high reactivity, thermal instability, and low tern 



the less energetic but more s able nitrocellulose. 

Component ercent of total 

itrocellulose . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 1.3 8 % (propellant) 
itroglycerine . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  43.3 8 % (propellant) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Diethyl phthalate 3.09% (plasticizer) 
Potassium nitrate . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.45% (flash depressor) 

ine . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.07% (stabilizer) 
ye . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.10% (opacifier) 

bilizer absorbs the gaseou 

igh release of chemical energy. 

ow molecular weight combustion products. 

rn easily obtainable substances by simple processes. 

temperature changes and no chemical or physical deterioration 

Ability to ignite and burn uniformly over a wide range of operating temperatures. 

onhygroscopic (non-absorbent of moisture). 

robable that any propellan 1 have all of thes 
pellants used today possess some of characteristics at 
depending upon the application and the desired 

A solid propel- 

.- )_ (,-" ,-.l.-yl_ll- - --- - - 
ent of high-energy 

propellants, and of the processing tec niques for rnaking large grains. Now, single 
grains are made in sizes up to 22 ft. in diameter. 

In addition to being composite or homogeneous, solid propellants are also 

burning area in t is manner lengthens the burning time and results in lower 

nd is called a liner. 



e operating pressure, thrust, and burning time of a solid pro 
upon: the chemical composition of the propellant; its initial 

the gas velocity next to the burning s face; and the size, burnin 
metrical shape of the grain. A given propellant can be cast into different grain 
shapes with different burning characteristics. 

he thrust of a rocket is ortional to the product of the ex 
the propellant flow rate. e thrust requires a large flow rate 

duced by a large burning surface, a fast burning rat 
of a solid propellant is determined by the speed of 
in a direction perpendicular to the burning surface. 
initial grain temperature, and upon the operating chamber press 
operates at a higher chamber pressure and thrust when the 
than when it is cold, but it will burn for a shorter time. Th 
true. If the chamber pressure is below a minimum value, the 
burn. 

asically, there are t ree ways in which the burning area can c 

ssive, neutrdl, and 



Rod and Tube Cylinder Bored Cylinder 

Cruciform Internal Star Mu1 tigrain 

es shown in cross sec 

N e u t r a l  

T i m e  

u 
m 
3 
C1 
..- 
b 

T i m e  

. Progressive, neutral, an 



ABLE 3 
lid Propellant Combinations 

Fuel base Oxidizer Specific impulse 
(seconds) 

Asphalt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Perchlorate 2 
trocellulose and nitroglycerine . . . . . . . .  - 2 
lyurethane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Perchlorate 2 

oron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Perchlorate 270 
etallic hydride . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fluori 3 00 

ome of the earliest comp ite propellants had an asp alt and fuel oil base wit 
about 75 percent potassium rchlorate oxidizer. Oil was added t 
keep it from becoming brittl d cracking at low temperature, but t 
pellant became soft and began to flow at high temperatures 
and operating range of these propellants was rather limited. 

he double-base propellants use nitroglycerine and nitroce 
se propellants have 
llants but are more 

aust gases may cause er 



t is a relatively simple system wi 
in a plastic base, burne 

ourine and oxygen ( uces a theoretical 
ropellant storage in space is one of the proble 

A s -  

ered in selecting the chemical propellants for space propulsio 
e propellants intermittently over long periods of time, or it may store 

for months prior to performing one maneuver. n space, the propellants no 

problems caused by the space environment. Additional research and testing are 
ed to define all of the effects of space environment on pro 

One basic method of i 
discussed in detail in the 

ellant is the second 

should be remembered when comparisons are made and when methods for im- 
proving performance are discussed, because the different groups 
characteristics. 

course, compromises have been and will continue to be made based on attainable 
technology. 

are 
----A 

small hybrid engines are in use. 



Chemical 
Rocket Engines 

. One method of classifying chemical pro 

A comparison might also be made between two similar liquid engines with . . 
lar propellant consumption rates, but different thrust levels. 
er thrust yields higher I,,, and is more efficient. Designers t 

,, for any given rocket because more ,, yields hcreased veloc- 
ity and payload. 



I I 1 

terials, testing, an 
n effort for an en 



een in use for t 
nese usillg skyrockets for cele 

A f t  C l o s u r e  and K o z z l e  AssemE 

C a s e  (Converging-Diverging T y p e )  Ign i te r  

ral P o r t  \I here Bur 

/ 

L i n e r  

ossi ble solutions : 
iberglass or nylon t 
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the -engine. 
ation is also sim n 

end of the motor, or usi 
sides of the case are some of t 
pressure and terminate t rust termination is not instan- 
taneous. Low levels of t rust may continue for several minutes because of residual 
burning in the remaining solid grain. aracteristics of eac 

en a very accurate cut-off velocity is needed. 



est in the nozzle throat, special attention is given to this region. 
st liquid engines are ither partially or completely coole because uncooled 
rockets are not fire for periods greater than 25 sec. combustion tem- 

peratures were low, it might be possi to use an uncool engine for longer 
periods of time; but such is usually not case in large engi s. Cooling methods 
include regenerative, .water, film, sweat (transpiration), radiation, and ablative 
cooling. 

Regenerative cooling circulates fuel or oxidize 
" I- --C I--- ---- -- ---"---- 

tween the inner and outer walls of the combusti 
e heat removed c_o&-Lhee ant 

before it is injected into the combust ro- 
pellant slightly increases the velocity of the exhaust gases and improves engine 
performance. 

 circulates -igstea&pf 
idely used in rocket engine --------- static test st 

e used with regenerative c 
where regenerative cooling alone is not sufficient. 

tion cooling uses a porous material 
--I _I__w - -- ---- _ Iu_._- 

es through this porous wall and is 
is difficult to distribute the coolant uniformly over the surface because 
stion gas pressure decreases between the combustion chamber and 

anufacturing porous materials so that they are uniform through- 
out the engine is difficult, and this difficulty limits the use of this method of 
cooling. 

removes heat from the engine and radiates> - nJl _-+, Some 
s use a regeneratively cooled nozzle to the 10: 1 expansion ratio 

point and a radiation-cooled extension from that point to the end of the nozzle. This 
type is lighter than it would be if regenerative cooling were used for the entire noz- 
zle. Current research includes investigating radiation-cooled combustion chambers, 
nozzles, and nozzle extensions. 

Ablative cooling involves coating the surface to be cooled with a 1amez,9f 
%.%"-x*---"- m*---,".-m 

plastics and resins; The ~ c ~ a t b g - a b s ~ ~ , s  
heat away from the subsurface being protected. 
L.-=,-- "- 



rials in the nozzle also keeps temperatures within working limits. Heating is also 
controlled throu grain design and use of liners or inhibitors in t 

atures in solid motors are generally lower than 

oprnent of lighter weight, shorter nozzles has been in progress for sev- 
ere are several reasons for this: ( 1 ) to reduce dead weight; (2) to re- 

duce the interstage struct re of multistage vehicles; and ( 3 )  to 
sion ratio at all altitudes. everal improved nozzles are shown in 

SIZE COMPARISON O F  SIX NOZZLE SHAPES 

Assume al l  nozzles have the same expansion 
ratios, e.g., exit area/throat area: 

Cone Contoured Bell Spike 

Nozzle length 100% Nozzle length '49 Nozzle length 41.4% 
O ~ e r a l l  length 1005 Oberall length 78% Oterall length 51% 

Noizle length 41.4% Nozzle length 24.9'1 
Overall length 51% 

Rozzle length 14.5% 
Overall length 215 Overall length 12% 

NEW DESIGNS 

Ring of individual engines 
(thrusters) with short nozzles 

Main 

A y f : d  

Expanding Nozzle 

Folded 
before 
use 

Expanded I!- 
Compensates for 
altitude change 

Permits large 
expansion ratios 



Segment 
f t  Closure  

Segment 

t iquid 
Injector 
(TVC) 

Central  Po r t  Where ' t 
I 

Igniter Oxidizer Transfer 
Svstem 

Propel lant  
Fuel  Grain 

Valve 



both fuel and oxidizer mixed together in one case. 
summary, present trends in liquid rocket engines include very high chamber 

pressures, high-energy propellants, and simplification of hardware. 
being improved by using lighter weight cases, thrust vector contr 
nozzles. 

As mission requirements approach or exceed the limits of chemical rockets, new 
propulsion techniques must be investigated. The new techniques will obey New- 
ton's laws just as contemporary techniques do, but they will use different energy 
sources and hardware to produce the propulsive force. This force will still be 
the reaction of the vehicle to mass being ejected at high velocity. 

er energy combination load fraction is the payloa 
divided by the gross vehicle weight. 

Since there is a practical limit to the number of stages t 
increase mass ratio, consider that 
that T, and m interact and influe - 

and m were independent, they could be varied so that the 

One program that h 
creased the theoretical 
engines. A schematic r 

The nuclear rocket 
project but became an 

e used the Kiwi A an 

engine known as 
liminary flight tests 
RVA functioning as 

research are neces 
these are starting 
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parative performance of 
engines, and che ngines is shown in figure 22. 
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Chemical engines produce high t 

reactor engines. 



ARC J E T  

ION ENGINE 

PLASMA JET 

here are basically types of electric engines: arc jet, ion engine, an 

aust electrically neutral to 
vehicle. 

consists of an equal number of ative ions, and 



his is, of course, a very 
equations for these devices, 
complex. 

he three basic types of electric engines 
such considerations as design, the metho 
thrust, propellant consumption rates, a 
yield specific impulses of 2,000 to 30,000 sec, or more. 

igure 24 shows a nuclear-electric 
e low thrust levels on the order of 

0.1 to 0.001 lb. Design improvement will increase these levels. Since electric engines 
have low thrust-to-weight ratios, they must be used in space where there are weak 
gravitational fields. 

These engines have great otential for some missions. 
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ission Summary 
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Discussion in this 
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nd electric). Now concepts for possible futur 

R-A~ advanced nuclear concept is one in which 
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\ Lithium Coolant and Propellant 

Plasma Flow 

Magnetic Field 

sec. 
cientists have proposed using a porous envelop 

(and propellant) would be forced into the reaction. 
reaction and be expelled with the other exhaust pr 
mass flows, lowering the specific impulse to a value 
thrust level rises to a very high value. 
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er idea that may prove feasib 
s for using photon pro 

28. 

his chapter presented the basic laws of rocket operat' 
inology and definitions pertaining to rocket engine 

discussed the interaction of design and sizing 
methods of increasing rocket vehicle perform. 



ropulsion Systems 

TY pe Specific Impulse, sec. 

igh Thrust - To - 
Chemical To 600 
Nuclear 800-2,000 

Low Thrust - To - Weight Ratio 
Electric 
Fusion 
Photon 

pulsion concepts were also reviewed. 
impulse values for all of these is shown in 

Although the various types in able 5 are compared on 
impulse, it alone does not present the complete picture. Only 
and high thrust nuclear rockets have thrust-to-weight ratios that are sufficient to 
permit launches from the earth. Of 
from other bodies, such as the moon, 
fields. Others ectric, and photon) are applicable to missions in 
tational fields. ese fields could be in deep sp 
orbit and anothe lanet's orbit. Again, a vehicle wi 
engines would be needed to travel from t 
surface, and to return to the orbital vehicle. 

applications of engines for the imme e future are summarize 
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a-acceleration 
,-nozzle exit area 

At-nozzle throat area 
Cp-constant pressure specific heat 
C,-constant volume specific heat 

-thrust 
g-acceleration of gravity 
d-density impulse 
,-specific impulse 
-total impulse 
-ratio of specific heats 

1 n-natural logarithm 

-mass rate of flow 
R-mass ratio 

p-electric power 
,-combustion chamber pressure 

-reactor thermal power 
r-mixture ratio 

tb-burning time 
T,-combustion chamber temperature 

,-exit temperature 
Ti-inlet temperature 
V-volume 
Av,-actual velocity change 
Avi-ided velocity c 
Avl-velocity change 
v,-nozzle exit velocity 

-earth surface velocity 
-weight 

0 

-weight rate of flow 

-weight rate of fuel flow 

,-weight rate of oxidizer flow 
p-propellant weight 
l-vehicle weight at engine start 
,-vehicle weight at engine s 

e expansion ratio 

A Expansion ratio: E = e 
At 

- - Engine start weight 
, Engine stop weight 

hrust-to-weight ratio: T = 

ift-off acceleration: a = (T - 1) 
eal velocity change: 

specific impulse : 



ust of electric roc 



occur both vehicles must simulta 
same location in identical orbits. 

irement will be assumed to have been satisfied inde 
maneuvering operations necessary 
sequence; however, only the orbital 

space rendezvous operations one encounters the problem of reaching a speci- 
from either another orbital plane or a specific launch site. Deter- 

mination of the plane change angle ( a )  required to change from one orbital plane to 
another, at the intersection of the two planes, is complicated only by the requirement 
to use spherical trigonometry instead of the plane trigonometry to which we are 

o simplify the discussion of the solution, the orbital plane of the vehicle is de- 
fined as the initial plane, and the desired new orbital plane is defined as the final 

initially enter an orbital plane which is dependent on 
aunch azimuth (P), and t e and date of launch, the 

the case of an initial plane and a final plane, the solution is dependent on 
t ascension (a) and inclination (i) angles of the two 
plane and a launch site, the solution is dependent on: 
ne; time between launch and passage of the orbital 

e over the launch site; and the launch latitude and azimuth. 
wo examples below illustrate the mathematics involved and the approximation 
iques available for obtaining solutions. n the first example it will be shown 

that only the difference in right ascension angles (Ail) is required; the specific val- 
ues of il need not be known. 

A vehicle in orbit 1 is to be maneuvered into the plane of orbit 2. 
this maneuver the value of the plane change angle is required. 

Orbit 1 Orbit 2 

dentical orbits occur when the magnitude and orientation of the major axes (2a) are the 
same and the eccentricities ( e )  are equal. 

E-1 



rom spherical trigonometry the plane change angle can be determined from: 

12 - 11 COS - 
cos 922 - 921 

cos (x) 2 

Where the angle x, a dummy angle used in the calculation, is determined from: 

i2 + il 
COS 7 

L tan 
i2 - il 

COS 7 
L 

The geometry of the problem is as shown below. 

e equations and the geometry it is apparent that: only the differenc 
equired; it will always be positive; and it can be reduced to an 

tween 0 and 180 degrees. Therefore, for this problem 

ubstituting to determine the angle x: 

COS 
30' + 28' 

tan x = 2 
30 - 28 

tan - - 
2 cos ( I 0 )  

COS 
2 

herefore, x = 6' 3 



Substituting to determine the plane change angle a: 

cos (7.S0) 

herefore, -?!.- = 3" 48' or a = 7" 36'. 
2 

The required plane change angle is 7 " 3 6'. 

A spacecraft on a launch vehicle at Cape Kennedy 
in a plane which has a southwest-northeast orientatio 

deally, the vehicle would be launched and inject 
angle, when the desired orbital plane was directly ove 
ever, a very difficult timing proble . The spacecraft/ 
limited velocity change capabilities which narrows t 
occurring within this window of time will permit i 
orbit and a subsequent plane change maneuver to th 

ecause of launch delays the launch site passed 
e 8 minutes prior to lift-off. Since the launch v 

prior to launch, the spacecraft will be injected into 
it must make a plane chang the desired final 
launch azimuth angle is 79 ". 
complete the mission? 

The apparent unknowns are the initial orbit inc 
o find the inclination angle of this parking or 

) sin ( P )  = cos (28') sin (7 

erefore, i = 30" for the p 
is possible to approximate earth's rate of rotation. 

360' - Rotation Rate = - - 360" = 0.25"/min 
24 hrs (24 X 60) min 

or the situation of equal inclination angles, the 42 is equal to the time between 
launch and passage of the final orbital plane overhead, multiplied by the earth's ro- 
tation rate:2 

y making use of the same equations used for Case , the plane change angle a 
will be approximately 

2For the case of non equal inclination angles it is necessary to add a term AQ*. 

AQ* = Q*1 + fJ*2 - Both inclination angles in the same quadrant 
+ Inclination angles in different quadrants 

AQ* must be positive 
To find the Q*'S use: 

sin 52% = tan (L) cot ( id  
sin 0 %  = tan (L) cot (i2) 

Then the total A ~ J  equals the AQ due to the earth's rotation plus the AQ* due to the difference in in- 
clination angles. 



lane Change Angle 
P-Azimuth Angle 

AO-Difference in Right Ascension Angles 
a-Right Ascension Angle 

nclination Angle 
L-Angle of Latitude 
x-Dummy Angle 

. Left hand orbital plane 
2. Right hand orbital plane 

* Dummy Variable 



p p e n d i x  

THE PURPOSE of this section is to present the quantitative analysis and geometry of 
ballistic missile trajectories. The analysis is based upon the two-body problem with 
the earth as the large, central body. Specific problems concern the range of a ballis- 
tic missile for specified burnout conditions and the effect of errors in burnout condi- 
tions on the desired impact point. 

n order to simplify the problem so that the fundamentals are highlighted, a series 
of practical assumptions are made. The earth is assumed to be spherical and non-ro- 
tating. The effect of the earth's oblateness is very complicated; an extensive study is 
beyond the scope of this text. There is an oblateness effect upon the trajectory itself; 

arget, therefore, is not in the same position that it would be on a spherical earth. 
effect of the earth's oblateness is more pronounced upon satellite trajectories 

an upon ballistic missile trajectories because of the longer time of 
powered and reentry portions of an actual trajectory are not considere 
two-body problem cannot be applied to these parts of the trajectory, as energy is dis- 
sipated in air friction in both parts, and propulsive energy is being added to the sys- 
tem during the powered trajectory; thus, the conditions of constant mechanical en- 
ergy and constant angular momentum do not apply during these portions of the 
trajectory. 

fore proceeding to computational ana sis, it is essential that the 
llistic missile problem be understood. he geometry is presented i 

symbols are defined below. Numerical calculations require the use of earth parame- 
ters, and standard values of these are also presented below. 

radius to the burnout point 
magnitude of the velocity (speed) at the burnout point 
angle between the velocity vector (tangent to the trajectory) and the 
local horizontal at the burnout point 
angle from the point of apogee, measured in the direction of motion 
total range angle 
powered trajectory range angle 
reentry range angle 
free-flight range angle 
radius of the earth = 3440 N = 20.9 x lo6 feet 

ft acceleration of gravity at sea level = 32.2 --- 
sec2 

defined as Gml, where G is the Universal Gravitational Constant and ml 

ft3 is the mass of the earth, ,u = 14.08 X 1015 - 
sec2 





trajectory and suitable geometric substitutions, the ballistic missile range equation 
can be developed in terms of !P (the free flight range angle) and the burnout condi- 
tions (vbo, rho, and <Pbo). t is given here as: 

Equation (1) can be simplified by substitution of the following convenient 
tion : 

e parameter Q has interesting characteristics. t is equal to 1 for circular orbital 
conditions, and it is equal to 2 for minimum escape conditions. 
tion, equation ( 1 ) becomes 

The following example problem will illustrate how ( 1 ) may be used. 
Example Problem 

e following information is given about a ballistic missile: 

hat is the free-flight gro d range of this missile on a spherical, non-rotating 
earth? 
Problem Solution 

Seven graphs, Figs 4-10, are included at the end of this section for use in graphi- 
cal sulutions. 

Graphical: Graph Fig. 4, 

Graph Fig. 7, Rff = 1445 N 
Calculated: 



A more practical ballistic missile problem results from defining a launch point, 
target, and missile. The launch point and target determine the range (V)  while the 
missile is capable of attaining a certain burnout velocity and 
then, V, vbo9 and rbo are given and it is desired to find $b0. 

solved for cji and be refined to the following form: 

quation (4)  points out some very important facts. 
than 180•‹, and there are two values of $bo for 

here are two trajectories, then, to the target. 
larger value of flight path angle is called the " 
ciated with the smaller flight 

of the water leaving the nozzle is fixed. 

ectory, but the low 
trajectory does not exist because it woul 
however, when 1 < bo < 2, V can be 
trajectory would be 
via the south polar region. Although such a trajectory 

rthern radar "fence," it would be costly in terms o 
t is interesting to compare parame 

e for the two trajec 
so the major axes of the trajectories are the same. The angular momentum is smaller 
for the high trajectory; c and E are larger. It is also evident that the time-of-flight on 
the high trajectory will be longer. 

or the constraint of fixed energy, it is reasonable to anticipate that there are cer- 
tain ranges which are attainable and certain ranges w 
tween these two groups there is the limiting case in whi 
tainable. 

he usual way to find such a maximum is to solve for th 
case the range, q) in terms of the independe 
ial derivative of the dependent variable with 

IS then formed and set equal to zero to determine the con 
range equation e 
when set equal t 



ence 

equation (5) becomes 

resses the conditions under which a maximum or a minimum wil 
ion occurs when sin ?Tr/2 = t "31r is either 0 or 

2 ~ ,  neither of which is of interest for a ballisti 

quation (7)  states the relationship which must exist between ?Tr an 
maximum range trajectory. t is important to observe that there is one and only one 
value of c$,, for a maximum range trajectory; the maximum range trajectory is 
unique. 

CCENTRICITY EQUATION.- ent to calculate c-from the equation, 

E = , when given the range d burnout conditions of a ballistic 

missile. Eccentricity, as a function of range and burnout conditions, would enable 
more rapid calculations. wo forms of the eccentricity equation are given here as a 
convenience : 

till considering the earth to be non-rotating, the target, launch (or burnout) 
point, and center of the th define a plane in which the trajectory, and thus the ve- 
locity vector, must lie. burnout velocity vector can have errors 
plane as follows: position, magnitude, and flight path angle. 
the burnout velocity vector to have errors out of the intended 
new plane is defined. The most important error out of the int 

t will be considered before the errors in the intended plane, as the treatment 
can be brief. 



AZIMUTH E R R O R . - F ~ ~ U ~ ~  2 illustrates the geometry of azimuth error. The arc 
length, a, represents the cross-range error. The arc lengths, b and c, are equal to 
each other and are the range. It is usual in spherical trigonometry to measure arc 
lengths in terms of the angle subtended at the center of the sphere. Using this con- 
vention, b = c = W, the range angle defined earlier. The law of cosines in spherical 
trigonometry is : 

cos a = cos b cos c + sin b sin c cos A 

which becomes : 

As A is a small 

cos a = cos2 ?Tr + sinZ T cus A 

angle, cos A can be approximated by 1 - E; then, 
2 

a small angle so that cos a can be approximated by 1 -g;  substi- 
2 

quation (10) is in terms of angular measure; in order to have the cross-range 
error in linear dimensions, the radius of the earth must be multiplied by the central 
angle, a, if it is in radians; if it is in degrees, the relationship that 60NM on the sur- 
face are equivalent to a 1 degree central angle at the center of the earth may be 



quantity . Thus, the effects of each of the possible contributors to free 
ah30 

aq nq , and flight range error are influenced by the factors-, - 
8~ho arb0 

referred to as "influence coefficients," since these factors exert an influence 
on the size of the range error resulting from burnout errors. 

here are three types of problems that can be defined in terms of the in 
equation ( 12). ( 1 ) Given the guidance system capabilities [Avbo, 

and the influence coefficients, find the range error. (2) Given the 
error [A91 and the influence coefficients, find the allowable burnout 

en the allowable range error 
o, A+,,o], find a trajectory 

propriate set of influence coefficients. 
since the first two types imply that the 
related to the study of range errors is the evaluation of the influence coefficients. A1 
of the influence coefficients are obtained by differentiating the range equation: 

n particular the influence coefficient for burnout flight path angle is obtained by 
taking the partial derivative with respect to 4bbo. 

8 9  - - -  2 sin (* + Who) - 2 
Who sin 24b0 

Thus, range and flight path angle determine the influence coefficient for errors in 
flight path angle. igure 8 is a plot of this influence coefficient for specific values of 

at various free flight ranges. r convenience in computation the values of the in- 
flueme coefficient are plotted in NM range error per degree error in the flight path 
angle alignment. 

The burnout speed error influence coefficient is obtained by differentiating the 
range equation with respect to vbo: 

3'P or any range, and (pbo less than 90•‹,----. will be positive. ence, a positive speed 
dvbo 

error will increase the range. If the actual burnout speed is greater than the intended 
value, the missile will overshoot the target. Conversely, if the actual burnout speed is 
less than the intended value, the missile will always fall short of the target. 

The influence coefficient is determined by the trajectory requirements of range, 
vbo7 rbo7 and +bo. Av is the factor controlled by the guidance system. Figure 9 is a 
plot of this influence coefficient for specific values of Q at various free flight ranges. 

or convenience in computation the values of the influence coefficient are plotted in 
range error per f t /sec error in the velocity magnitude at burnout. 

The influence coefficient is smaller for the high trajectory resulting in 
at the target for a given speed error. Some missiles hav 
are accurate enough to permit use of the low trajectory at 



From equation ( l o ) ,  it can be seen that, when the range angle, T, is 90 degrees, 
maximum error occurs. Also, when ?Tr is 180 degrees, the azimuth error returns to 
zero. 

RANGE ERROR AS A FUNCTION OF ERRORS IN THE TRAJECTORY PLANE 

section it is assumed that the burnout velocity vector lies in the intended 
plane (hence the cross-range error is zero), but the possibility exists that the velocity 
vector may have errors in position, magnitude and flight path angle. To trace the 
possible sources of range errors, it is helpful to write do 
total range angle (A) in terms of the powered r 
angle (T), and the reentry range angle (92). 

ince A is the sum of its three parts, any change in the total range angle (Ah) can 
be traced to three possible sources. That is: 

ince the changes ( 92) in the last equation represent departures from 
the desired trajectory, they may properly be termed range errors. An error co 
ted during any portion of the trajectory contributes directly to the total range error 

three possible range errors are not independent, but each contributes to the 
e error, and none can be ignored. 

Concentrate attention upon the free flight range error A* an 
he range equation, equation ( 1 ) , expre 
burnout conditions, vbo, rbo, and +bo. 

formation of the total differential of an exp 

ion for the total differential, dY. he equation for the change in free 

t range error. The quantities, +,, represent depar- 
nout conditions and so 

r, and the burnout fligh 

er the three quantities -, - '* , and 
dvbo arb0 

of the possible errors enters the s mation in a one-to-one manner wh 

tion ( 12) the possible errors are multiplied 

his fundamental difference means, for 

angle error. of one de 
one degree but wi produce an error whic 



e last influence coefficient of interest related errors in altitude (radius) to the 
resulting range errors. ere the missile is considered to have attained the proper 
burnout velocity on the intended radial, but at an incorrect radius. 

Figure 10 is a plot of this influence coefficient for specific values of Q at various 
convenience in computation the values of the influence coefficient 
range error per 103 f t  error in radius ( altitude) at burnout. 

Again, the error is not as great for the high trajectory. he range error resulting 
from an error in burnout height should not be confused th the change in range 
which would be obtained in launch sile from a high elevation. 
say, were launched from the top of ak, it would have a range i 

aur to-, but it would have another, probably greater, range increase resulting from 
h o  

its powered trajectory occurring in less dense atmosphere. The same missile 
launched at sea level would have to expend considerable energy overcoming the 
large drag forces up to 14,000 ft. The effect of a launch altitude then is primarily re- 
lated to the powered trajectory and is a separate phenomenon from the influence 
coefficient effect. 

Cape Kennedy indicated that an achieved burnout condi- 
tions of hbo = 164.5 N , vbo = 22,700 ft/sec, and +,, = 30". 

The particular guidance system used had an accuracy of 
ft, A vbo = ir: 2 ft/sec, and A +bo = 1- . 2 O .  (3.49 

-flight range error? Ans. Q = .8, 
error. 

An improved guidance system which is able to control Aqb = 1- .05" 
(8.72 X radians) is installed. at is the total free-flight emor 
now?Ans. A q  = -51 N 

Assuming A hbo and A +bo are both 
vbo) would be necessary to zero the 
above? Ans. A vbo = 1.4 ft/sec. 

Yolution 

positive, what correction in 
free-flight range error found 

a. Graphical: Graph Fig. 5, = .8 (by interpolation) 

raph Fig. 7, Rff = 4900 N 

a* ig. 8, - = - 30 N 
W b o  

dur Graph Fig. 9, - = 0.8 N 
d~bo 

aur Graph Fig. 10, ------ = .41 N 
arb0 

Vbo (A 
in (b)  

An$. 

A ns. 



Arbitrarily assuming all injection errors are positive: 

9 = (-30 X 0.2 deg) + (0.8 

Am. 

v - 2 cot - - - 
2 CSC 2#bo - cot 4 b o  =" ---- csc 60' - cot 30' 

bo .8 

a* - --  2sin(* + Who) - 2 = 
W b 0  sin 24bb0 

- -- 2 sin 141.6' - = 2 sin 38.4' - = 2 (.621) - 2 
a+,, sin 60' sin 60' .866 

?T' sin2 - 
8 9  Ir 8~ --- 2 8 X 14.08 X 1015 .6532 x------- dvbo vbo3 rho sin 24bo 11.70 X l2 X 21.9 X lo6 .866 
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n Fig. 3 the time of flight on symmetrical trajectories vs the free-flight range 
angle is plotted for various values of Qbo = rbo~2bO/p  with hbo = lo6 ft. Note 
that for values of Q,, < 1 there are two values of time of flight for each value of !I?. 

he smaller value is for the low trajectory, the larger for the high trajectory. 
bo > 1 the time of flight is a single-valued function of the range since the dist 

tion between high and low trajectory had disappeared. 

1 I 

60 1 i o  180 300 

Free Flight Range (Y) in Degrees 

Figure 3. Free fligh 

















e must be known 

order to derive an equation for the time of 

r of force at a 
nter at the center of 



Note: All three anomalies are zero at the periapsis; all three are n at the apoapsis; 
if one is in the range 0 to T,  the other two are also; and, if one is in the range n to 
2n, the other two are also. 

, and hence t, apply Kepler's second law; area is swept out at a con- 
stant rate. 

For the general point R, the area swept following periapsis passage is sector 
Then : 

- 
Area of ellipse 

To determine these areas, write the equation of the ellipse and the auxiliary circle 
in rectangular coordinates, and compare the ordinates (y values) of the general 
point. 

or the ellipse: 

or the auxiliary circle of radius a: 

quation ( 3 )  is important in subsequent comparisons 
example, the area of e ellipse and the auxiliary circle 

ab - b ----  
Area (circle) ?ra2 a 

gure 2(a) the area of the c 

area (T a2) of the auxiliary circle; therefore: 



igure 2(b) triangles ONR and O N S  have the same base, and 

(therefore areas) are e ratio = b. The areas of the elliptica 
NS a 

and circular segment are in the same ratio. There 

following periapsis pass e is obtained by subtracting the 
he base of the triangle R is c = a€, and, in terms of u, 

= A2 - 1/2 ( a ~ )  ( ab sin u = - (u -- E sin u) 
2 

en the time from periapsis to any point on an ellipti 
definition of the mean anomaly and the known perio 

t = (u - E sin u) = (u - E sinu) 

The time of flight between any two points in general (1 and 2) depends upon the 
difference in the mean anomalies of the points: 

ul is greater than u2, periapsis is passed in the transit time, and Equation 
(6) results in a negative value. This value is the difference between the correct time 
of flight and one period; to eliminate the problem of negative values, replace u2 with 
277' + Uz. 



or most practical problems it is necessary to relate the eccentric anomaly u to 

COS u = c + r cos v 
a 

Since c = a€ and r = a (1 - e2) 
1 + E COS v 

a€ + a (1 - is2) cosv 

COS U = + E COS v 
a 

COS U = ~ ( 1  + ECOSV) + (1  - E 2 )  COS v 
1 4- E COS v 

cos u = E 4- E2 COS v + COS v - E2 COS v 
+ E  COS v 

COS U = E 3. CQS v + E COS Y 

Similarly: 

sin u = 

of a ballistic missile ( ig. 3)  is nearly symmetrica from burnout to 
reentry. 



f the range angle is $, the following relationships are noted: 

s'bo = - - ' cos vbo = 
2 

' sin vbo = sin - -COS - 2 2 

Vre = 97- + COS Vre = - COS sin s',, = 

Vre = 2~ - Pbo COS Ure = COS Vbo sin v,, = -sin vb0 

Assuming 1 to be the burnout point and 2 to be the reentry point, Equation (7) be- 
comes : 

- tbosre - (297- - ubo + E sin ubo) - (ubo - E sin ubo) 



THE ACCELERATION of a launch vehicle as it leaves the pad is caused by the differ-. 
ence between the engine thrust and the vehicle weight. 

in this case is vehicle thrust ( 
mass of the object acted upon 

where T is the thrust-to-vveight ratio. 

:. a = (T- 1) g's ( quation 6, Chapter 3) 

igure 



The efflux of hot gas from a rocket can be regarded as the ejection of small mas- 
ses such as m, (gas molecules) at a high relative velocity v, with respect to the ve- 
hicle, which has mass rn and is moving at velocity u. According to Newton's second 
law, the sum of the unbalanced forces acting on the vehicle is equal to the time rate 
of change of the vehicle's momentum. The system being considered is the overall ve- 

ith these ideas in mind: 

he m is the instantaneous vehicle mass.* applies to the vehicle and should be 
dt 

- d" . v in the second term applies to the ejected masses which is v,. 
dt 

dm - . Using - L!EL yields : to either vehicle or gases since - - - - 
dt dt dt 

the vehicle is operating in a "weightless" environment free of an atmo 
under steady state conditions, the sum of the unbalanced forces equals 0. 

and 

he left side of the equation represents the 
du force (thrust) on the vehicle ( = m - from Newton's second law). 
dt 

dm 
dt 

constant (steady state) unbalanced 

is constant for steady state, the variables may be separated and integra- 

tion applied, or one may recognize* as the mass rate of flow of the rocket exhaust 
dt 

(the propellants). Either way, for an atmosphere-free environment, momentum 
thrust is : 



hen the vehicle flies through an ambient fluid such as the earth's atmosphere, 
the flow around it is affected, and the fluid can interact with the rocket exhaust. 
Under these conditions the thrust relationships must be corrected by the effect of the 
pressure forces which act on the surfaces of the vehicle body. The figure below shows 
the ambient pressure acting uniformly on the outer surface of a rocket chamber and 
the gas preksures on the inner surface. 

Figure 

he size of the arrows indicates the relative magnitude of the pressure. The axial 
thrust can be determined by integrating all the pr sure acting on areas which can be 
projected on a plane normal to the nozzle axis. he forces acting radially outward 
are appreciable but balance each other and do not contribute to axial thrust. 

f the plane upon which all integrated pressures are projected is that of the engine 
exhaust, one finds that at the exit area A,, there is an imbalance between ambient 
(Po) and the local pressure of the exhaust (P,,), the difference being (P,- 
The differential force involved is evaluated over the area of the nozzle exit a 

The total thrust acting on the rocket then, must be the sum of the momentum and 
pressure thrusts or : 

F = W v e + A e (  - Po) [Equation 1, Chapter 31 
g 

The second term on the right side of this equation (pressure thrust) affects thrust 
in this way. If the exhaust pressure is less than ambient pressure, the pressure thrust 
is negative. Because this condition gives low thrust, the nozzle is usually designed so 

equals or slightly exceeds ,. When P, = Po maximum thrust for a given 
propellant and chamber is attained. 

Discussion o 

The equation for the magnitude of the "ideal" vehicle velocity at thrust termina- 

t can be derived from Newton's second law using 

the following assumptions: 



pellant used at a constant rate. 

2. Thrust constant. 

Newton's second law may be stated in any consistent units. 

- - a = f (no gravity; no drag) 

or 

Since propellant is used at a constant rate the mass of the vehicle at any time is: 

Substitute equation (C) in equation ( 

eparate variables and integrate: 

v2 
Fdt 

v = 

0 

ince thrust is constant: 

ince propellant is used at a constant rate: 

hen ti = 0: 

Substitute equations ( ) in equation (6) : 



f we use the English Engi ring System, mass is measured in s 
weight is measured in pounds 

e 

- - Converting mass to 
g 

ubstitute equations ( and (N) in equation (K 

quation (0)  from the revious section can now be appli 
vehicle if it is assume that the velocity of each stage has 

the magnitude of the vehicle velocity at thrust termination 
m of the velocity magnitudes of each stage. Consider a t 

each stage having the same specific impulse. 

tage 2 :  v2 = 

his equation contains the sum of three natural logarithms 
sum of the natural logarithms of several numbers is the logari 

herefore, the quantity in the brackets is the natural logarithm of the 
product of the stage mass ratios. 



his is the basis for multiplying the individual mass ratios of each stage to get the 
overall mass ratio of a multistage vehicle. 

he electric power input and power output of an electric propulsion system can 
be equated if a parameter called efficiency is placed in the equation. 

ower in) (efficiency) = power out 

n terms of electrical power and kinetic energy per unit time, this equation may be 
written: 

om the derivation of 

efficiency ( % ) 

mass flow rate of expelled particles 

aust velocity of expelled particles (ft/sec) 

electric power input (kvv) 

the rocket thrust equation, momentum thrust ( 

no appreciable pressure thrust in an electric engine). 

ut F = 

then q p  = 

o make units compatible on both sides of this equation, a conversion constant 

(K = 737.56 f t lb  ) mustbeapplied. 
kw sec 

This yields : 

= 38. (Equation 16 at end of Chapter 3)  



The principle of conservation of energy may be written for an isentropic process 
between any two points in a rocket engine. he two points under 
consideration are the combustion chamber gin with the energy 
equation in which the decrease in specific enthalpy is equal to the increase in kinetic 
energy of the flowing gases. 

= specific enthalpy in combustion chamber 
= specific enthalpy at nozzle exit 

g = 32.2 ft/sec2 
= mechanical equivalent of heat (778 ft-lb/ 

v, = velocity of exhaust gases 

v, = velocity of gases in the combustion chamber 

ince v, - 0 in the longitudinal direction due to the random motion of gases in 
the combustion chamber, neglect its contribution and rearrange the equation to give: 

Also, in the isentropic flow of a perfect gas: 

eat of a gas at constant pressure 

Te = temperature of gas in combustion chamber 
= temperature of exhaust gases 

and since C, = 

where: k = ratio of specific heats 

R' - R =  - -  universal gas constant 
m molecular weight of combustion products 

In the isentropic process of a perfect gas : 

and since R' = 1544 ft-lb/"R mole: 



and since: 

- - v, (optimum expansion) 
g 

(Equation 9 in Chapter 3) 

deal) + v, - Avl,,, quation 8, Chapter 3 ) 
VACT = magnitude of vehicle velocity at last stage thrust termination 
v r =.: co e direction of the launch 

he contribution vr can be calculate 
equation: 



here: re = earth radius (20.9 X lo6 feet) 

o, = earth angular rotation (7.27 X radians/sec) 

n figure 3 a) the effect of launc latitude is illustrated. 

n figure 3 b) the effect of launch azimuth is illustrated. 
Therefore : 

v, = (20.9 X lo6) (7.27 X OW5) cos L sin p 

otice that the maximum contribution to the actual velocity by the effect of t 
's rotation is for an easterly launch at the equator ( = 0•‹) ( p  = 

vl,,, is calculated from: 

J 

ere: g = 

4 = 

gravitational force (ft/sec2) 

angle between flight path and perpendicular to 
radius vector at any altitude (degrees) 

time increment (sec) 

atmospheric density (slugs/ft3) 

vehicle velocity (ft/sec) 

effective vehicle area (ft2) 

vehicle mass (slugs) 

Calculation of Avto,, is a complex iterative process. A good approximation of 
vlo,, is 5000 ft/sec for present launch vehicles. 
Data for an actual Titan I launch provides a good example of 

v, = 1100ft/sec 

vl = 12,500 ft/sec 

v2 = 16,900 ft/sec 

v (Ideal) = 29,400 ft/sec 

= 25,756 ft/sec 

,, = 4,744 ft/sec 
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n the discussion of theoretical specific impulse which occurs earlier in this appen- 
dix, the decrease in enthalpy of the exhaust gases flowing through the nozzle of a 

was set equal to the increase in kinetic energy of the flowing 
lso for the propellant flow through the nozzle of a 
A engine as shown below. 

(ve2 - vo2) (A) 

= specific enthalpy ( 

g = 32.2 ft/sec2 

v = velocity (ft/sec) 

= mechanical equivalent of heat (778 1 

e 

represents total reactor thermal power ( U/sec) generation, then 
q represents the specific input of heat ( U/lb) available for transfer to th 

6 

ropellant flow rate 

ropellant will not receive all the reactor heat generated (losses and 
at transfer), the change in the ropellant specific enthalpy across 

where: v = fraction o 



v,2 is very small with respect to ve2 and may be neglected. And the heat addition 
and expansion processes occur at nearly a constant pressure so 

= propellant constant pressure specific heat ( TU ) lb " R 

lant bulk (average) temperature (OR) 

at the propellant to be use in nuclear rockets in the foreseeable fu- 
he remainder of this discussion will assume 

varies between 3.4 and 5.0 over a temperature range 

text, for a fuller discussion.) This could be used in equation (D)  and integration ap- 
lied, but the resulting expression is difficult to use. 

e ratio of specific heats (k = C,/C,) for over the same temperature range 
varies only between 1.3 and 1.4. Using this parameter makes the resulting equations 

: R = gas constant ft lb 
lb O R 

f an average of k between 1.3 

for ve (with V, - 0) and hi - 



Assuming the best case in which exhaust and ambient pressure are equal an 
pressure thrust equals zero: 

e 

Recall that - - 

ese constant vdues: 

ere : 



flight-the injection 
in t aining accuracy in 

to orbit at a point rbo fro 
ter 2, the general equation for an ellipti- 

r axis of the ellipse defined by the satellite injec 
angle of zero degrees, a burnout radius rbo + 

velocity vbo + 8vbo, is a + 6a. 

hen : 

ce (6vbo) is very small: 



ubtracting : 

aking a common denominator of: 

ombining terms in numerator: 

ince 2p and vbO2 rho are much greater than either 

2vbo rho Svbo Or vbo2 6rbo then, 

ultiply top and bottom of right-hand side of above equation by prbo: 

his equation expresses the change in semimajor 
small changes or errors in burnout radius an 

Next, consider changes in orbital period 
out radius: 

or for burnout 



bottom of right si 

quation 3 is similar to that of 

can then be simplifie 

e effect of a small error in burnout flight path angle, is somewhat com- 
plicated for an elliptical orbit. owever, if a circular orbit were desired, then the ec- 
centricity of the orbit caused by the velocity vector not being exactly horizontal (i.e., 

where is expresse 

Derivation o f  Equation 5: 

e relation between the eccentricity of an orbit and its total specific mechanical en- 
ergy and angular momentum was given by equation 6 ,  Chapter 2 as: 





Apogee Perigee 

e that injection occurre 

e eccentricity of the resulting orbit, and th 



Apogee 

19,360 NM altitude 

Altitude elocity 
error error 

Perigee 

from perigee to apogee equals twice the semimajor axis of the ellipse 
gure 2 for the major axis. 

eref ore, 





semi-major axis of e l l ipse ;  average l i n e a r  acceleration 

semi-minor axis of e l l i p s e  

subscript  f o r  burnout conditions 

distance between focus and center  of e l l i p se  

base of natural  logarithm, = 2.718 

l o c a l  acceleration due t o  gravity,  
a t  the  surface of the  ear th  

a l t i t ude ,  height above surface of ear th  

a l t i t ude  of apogee 

a l t i t ude  of perigee 

angle of inc l ina t ion  

e l e c t r i c  power 

radius length; mixture r a t i o  

radius t o  apogee 
6 

radius of ear th ,  = 3440 = 20,9 x 1 0  f t  

radius t o  perigee 

Lime i n  sec 

oci ty  magnitude 

nozzle e x i t  veloci ty  

ment o r  change of speed 

work i n  f t - l b  force  

coefficient of l i f t  

atmospherSc drag 

specif ic  mechanical ener 






